
 

AMIT 583 Lecture II

today Brief exam review
Some examples of gluing
clustering

Gluing revisited

In an earlier lecture I said I share
some interesting examples of gluing constructions
but then I forgot

Before moving on to clustering I want to
give a few more famous examples
of gluing constructions

These can be specified formally by the quotient
Space construction we saw earlier but I will be
informal

1 Recalltheexamplefranearli

Mam sat iii to p c
tf y c I we get the cylinder
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2 What if we also glue the top edge to the
bottom edge i.e glue

B
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We get a torus i.e surface of a donut

3 What if in the first example we instead glue
lo y to CI I y
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We get the Moebius band
This is a surface with one side

4 Suppose now that in the aboveexample we also

glue the top edgeto the bottom edge

a on a

Bx.om.m.m
That is we glue loy to H l y Vy EI and

6,0 to G 1 tf x c I

weget a surface K we call theKlein bottle

Fact K admits no embedding into R Thefigure
below illustrates he image of a non injective map
fi K 1123
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unique point of K exceptfor
the points in the red circle which
are hitby two points
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If we consider j IR 1124 j Gy z sGy2,0
then jof can be perturbed to an embedding
We can use the extra coordinate to perturb away
the self intersection

Thus Kembeds in 1124

Topogists lovethe Klein bottle because it is a surface
w no boundary that is neon orientable

Informally non orientable means thesurface has
no separate inside and outside


